“What a great way to

avoid all the “All the key benefits
costly headaches of working with two
separate oils
of cross contamination!”
CHRIS FUGATE | PRESIDENT, REVOLUTION MACHINE WORKS

packed into one solution.”
CHAD DERBYSHIRE | V.P., REVOLUTION MACHINE WORKS

Introducing game-changing fluid technology
There’s a common sentiment among metalworking pros who’ve tried the
latest fluid technology from Gates Industrial Lubricants. Whether they’re
running the business or running the machines, the thoughts are the
same: New Aladdin Duo is a superior Dual-Purpose Cutting and Hydraulic
Oil in one.

Aladdin Duo prevents the costly issues that occur
when hydraulic fluid enters the cutting fluid reservoir,
diluting the metalworking chemistry which then
reduces the efficiency of each cutting tool. When you
can use the same premium fluid for both hydraulic
and cutting performance, contamination concerns
are completely eliminated.
Saves more than headaches
Rotary Transfer machining operations across the
board are experiencing truly exceptional performance
with average cutting tool savings of 26%, with some
shops reporting as much as 40% savings! Additionally,
seal life is almost double for many customers using
Aladdin Duo. Which, of course, is leading to reduced
downtime and greater productivity.

“Aladdin Duo’s
performance as a
hydraulic fluid is
top-notch.”
– CHAD DERBYSHIRE

From heat transfer to power maintenance
to lubrication, Aladdin Duo does all the
hard work you demand of a hydraulic
fluid while keeping the complete system
running cleaner and lasting longer.

Technology you can trust
Rest assured, you can use this breakthrough fluid
with total confidence. Aladdin Duo meets or exceeds
the performance criteria for both hydraulic fluids
and cutting fluids, including key ASTM standards for
cleanliness, pour point, flash point, dry filtration,
demulsification, water content, rust prevention, seal
compatibility, anti-wear and more.
The sooner you switch, the sooner you save
You’ve waited long enough for a fluid like this. No
more need for multiple oils. No more cross
contamination. And no sacrifice in performance. In
fact, we guarantee better tool life or your money back.

“Aladdin Duo’s
metalworking capabilities
are exceptional.”
– CHRIS FUGATE

Start experiencing savings like this of your
own. Call 281-528-4098 or go to gatesel.com
for more information.

Proven through countless hours of
rigorous testing and real-world
applications, Aladdin Duo’s performance
decisively surpasses traditional
chlorinated, fatty, active sulfur-containing
products.

18906 E. Industrial Parkway
New Caney, Texas 77357
281-528-4096
Info@GatesEL.com
www.GatesEL.com/AladdinDuo

*Money back guarantee: Cost of Aladdin Duo
fluid purchased will be refunded

